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SUXARY Y- 

Counts ol' acceleration increments were recorded in a helicopter and an 

aeroplane flying throut;':! the same weiztller. The aocelerntions *were compared 

and values for the gust aU.evintion i',zc'ior for +he helicopter were dcdwed, 

It is shown that these values increase v&th forward speed ard at the highest 
forward speed atkained arc in reasonablx egrecment vrith the Ameriwa 

MIL-S-6696 requirements. 
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1 IfirlzocVcTIor? 

The tests described in this report were initiated when the gust case for 
the helicopter was rcce:ving serious attention; although much of the airframe 

was designed by the caergency landing cml fli;ht manoeuvre cases, the design of 

many components was dictated by the gust case which specifics an ,zrbitrary gust 
allevifition factor, unsupported by experimental data. 

The simplified treatment has so far been adequate for design purposes, 
but further work is needed to substantiate the requirements. A preliminary 

approach has been m,ade by flying a helicopter and an sero@ne through nominally 
the same weather and a comparison made of the acceleration responses. The gust 
alleviation factor for the aeroylnne has been fairly well established 192 and the 

factors for the helicopter have been deduced using the ratio of the responses 
and this factor as a measure of the gust input. 

The results of this investigation and a brief comparison with current 
design reqtirements arc presented in this report. 

2 DESCitI?TIOI~ OF TESTS 

Two helicopters, a YhirlvLnd and a Sycamore, were used for the tests and 
the accompanying aircr‘aft in each case, from which the gust input was deduoed, 
was a Chipmunk. 

Acceleration counts were recorded over ten minute periods, each period 

consisting of a straight and level flight at nominally constant forward speed, 
rotor speed, height and weight, The effect of varying these parameters during 
successive ten minute periods was not f-Jly explored on the Vhirlwind but 

sufficient information was obtained to show that the effect of the available 
weight vczrintion was negligible, The experiment was continued with the Sycamore, 
this time repeating ezch ten rrinute run, first with the Sycamore leading and 

then with the Chipmunk leading. It wzs appreciated that close formation flying 
might lead to control-induced accelerations by the pilot attempting to maintain 
formation and the pilots were asked to m,ake as few control correction3 as 
possible. 

From examination of the data at the completion of those tests it was 
evident that the samples being compared were too small for reliable responses 
to be calculated. It was decided to obtain a better apyrecintion of the effect 
of forw,?rd speed at the ex73ense of further investigation of variations in 
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weight and rotor speed, arid the final tests were made with the aircraft flying 
in echelon at lenst 200 ft apcrt to avoid possible control induced accelerations 
mentioned above. 

Details of the instrumentation and the range of tests are given in 
Appendix R, 

3 RESULT,S o--m 

The total acceleration counts at each increment of g obtained for each 
set of flight paremeters are show% in Tables 2, 3 2nd 4 ‘and a ty-pionl plot of 

acceleration agcinst the number of counts is shoxn in Fig.1. 

Runs ct the tvio lower rotor speeds of the Vhirlwind produced few accelera- 
tion counts rnd for the subsequent an:?lysis the data for all rotor speeds were 

combined and are given in Table 5. Counts at equal increments of g above o.nd 
below the ?g flight level have been combfned follovting normal praotioe in gust 
analysis. 

The acceleration counts for the first series of Syoemore-Chipmunk tests 
were also insufficient to show a&y vGariations that might be due to formation 
order or different rotor speed s and the combined acceleration counts rare given 
in Table 6. The +xelerntion counts for the second series of Sycamore-Chipmunk 
tests are given in Table 7. Tables 5, 6 and 7 have also been reproduced as 
numbers of counts per mile v incremental cccelcr?,tion in Figs.2, 3 and 4. The 
response rstios.(zlppendix D) for all tests are shown in Fig.!?. 

The gust nllevietion factors for the helicopters were calculated from the 
response ratios nn.d the gust alleviation factor for the Chipmunk. The method of 
analysis is given in :Lppendix 73, These are shown in Fig.6 together with the 
factors obtained from a theoretical evaluation3. 

Possi'oLe errors in the derivation of the response ratio have been considered, 
psrticu+ly in the t.i$> of recent work n-t B.LE,, both theoretic&' and experi- 

mentnl, on power spcctrzl analysis of turbulence. These errors, however, would 
only become critic‘r?l if there were such lerge differences between the response 

characteristics of the various aircraft considered, that the intersections of 
their A'n - N curves with the N+xis occurred at widely different frequencies. 
Examination of these curves shows that the intersections are fairly close together 

and gives confidence in the method of analysis. 

The gust allevintio~ factors, although showing some divergence at the 
lower forward speeds, -Lndiocte that the alleviation decreases with increasing 
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speed. This elect is also shoan by the thcoi*etical calculntion' and although 

these results Bere stated to be conservztivc, -ihe gust alleviation fsctors 
we‘re considerably hFgher than those deduced in this exercise. 

Lt tke highest forrtzrd speed attained, the I!cduccd factors =LX about 0.60 

for the 'Gkirlwind and 0.55 for the Sycamore. %esc L?rc in reosoncLble agreement 

with those of the American ?iilitrz.y S~cif'ication, ?,!I&S-8698 (hp;3cndix C.l), 

which would specify 0.70 and 0.61 rcspcctivcly for 'ihc two helicopters in 
nssoci;,tion with a gust velocity of 50 ft/sec. The f~ner5~a.n Federal Aviation 

Rcgulntions (iippcndix C.2) speci;^y 3 gust velocity of 3C ft/sec, but with no 
alleviation factor. If the measured zllevi&ion fnctor for the Syc~morc is 

t.aken inko accoun'z, the Pedcral :>fiation Regulations would imply a gust 
intensity of s ft/scc. The 3ritish Civil :Arworthincss Requirements would be 

even more conservntivc for this helicopter. 

4 CO1'TCLUSIOi?S 

The anclyscs of the experimental qcasurements indicate thnt gust 
nlleviztion factors of about 0.60 2nd 0.55 were obtained for the Whirlwind 
‘and Sycr~more hclico;ters There VJZS insufficient data available for investi- 

gating the influence of rotor speeds but the measure,ments show that the allevia- 
tion factor increases with forward speed of the heli.coFter. The deduced 
factors agree reasonably well with those in the I'lmericc2n Specification 
MIL-S-8698. 

It would s~pear that the British Civil krworthiness Requirements demand 
a higher strengt'n in the gust case for these particular helicopters than do 
the iacricnn Requirements. 



A.1 

meter 

Instrumentation 

The helicopter and the seroplme were each fittt-?d with R counting~accelero- 
near the c g of the aircrctf't. Acceleration thresholds were displayed on a 

visual counter unit in 0,05g steps frown 0.5g to 1.5~ Gbsolute in the helicopter 

2nd mere recorded, at the beginning 2nd end of ec.ch ten ninute run, by an auto- 

observer in O.lg steps from Og to 2g absolute in the Chipnunk. 

A.2 gan~e of tests 

(0 ~~hirl~~~ind-~hiprnL~i --,0_1 

Forward speed: 50, 70 and 80 knots 

Rotor speed: 185, 192 and 198 rev/min 
Rotor blade mdius: 26.5 f-b 

Weight of Xnirlwind l .  from 6000 lb (ninimum fuel nnd two crew) to 7400 lb 
(ntximum fuel a.ri:i four crew) 

Bei&t of Chipmunk: 1850 lb (take-off weight) 
ii&.&* : 1000 ft osprox 
Duration of acceleration records obtcined: 8 hr 50 mii? 

l(2) Sycamore-ChipnwJ;, fFrst series 

Formrd speed: 50, 70 and 83 knots 

Rotor speed: 24~1, 250 and 260 rev/m-in 

Rotor blcdc radius: 2k.3 ft 
Veight of Sycmore: 4850 lie (take-oL"f mi$lt) 

Weight of Chipmu&: 18611. lb (t+zke-off weight) 
Height: 1000 ft approx 
Duration of acccleratioa records obtained: 13 hr 20 min 

(3) Sgcnmore-Chipnunk SCCGlid SCl?iCS 
-‘c. c--..aY-v 

Forward speed: F, 60, 70 2nd 80 knots 

Rotor speed: 250 ZW/LI~.II 
Weight of Sycmore: 4850 lb (take-off weight) 

*#eight of Chipmu???: I 86Jk lb (take-off weight) 

?Ieight: 1000 ft o.pprox 
Duration of acceleration records obtained: 24 hr 20 min 



&ppendix 3 

B.1 Nethod of analysis 

In these tests the aeroplane is being used to measure the vertical gust 
velocity experienced by both the aeroplane and the helicopter. The discrete 

gust theory approach, 0 aiven in Av.P. 970 (Ref.1) is used to calculate the gust 
alleviation factor (FA) for the aeroplane. 

The response of the aeroplane (AnA) can be calculated for a given gust 
velocity (U) by assuming that there is an instantaneous change of lift due to 
the gust and that it experiences no change of attitude or forward speed: 

AnA = 2-p UVB &VA 

(An* = 0.000&9~ UV for the Chipmunk) 

An observed response of the aeroplane (AtnA) can be converted to the gust 
velocity (U) since by definition: 

AtnA = FA An, 

The response of the helicopter (AnII) can be calculated for the same 
gust (u>5: 

An = 
H 

SpnboaUR*H(l+bca/&rRCI) 1-1>0*1 

@yj = 0.03496 w/(v + 19.28) for the Sycamore 

h”r I = 0.02765 UV/(V + 18.42) for the Whirlwind) 

An observed response of the helicopter can also be expressed as: 

w 

(B3) 

where F is the gust alleviation factor for the helicopter. 

equatiok (B2) and (BJ+) gives: 

Combination of 

FH 
an, 

= i 

Aln, 
'As, T P5) 

where A :nkX/A 'nH is the experimental ratio of the acceleration responses, 



The two aircraft cannot experience identical gusts and therefore the 
ratio ArnA/tinB cannot be calculated directly from a single gust encounter. 

However, over a period of time it is assumed that if both aircraft fly close 

Appendix B 

together they will both experience the same overall gust pattern. 

It is shown in Appendix B.2 that if the incremental acceleration response 
of the aircraft is plotted against the number of counts at that increment, the 
slope of the line obtained gives a measure of the response of the aircraft, and 
t!le ratio of the slopes for the aeroplane and the helicopter will be the response 

ratio Atn./Acs. 

The slopes mere calculated directly from the acceleration counts for a 
preliminary analysis, but this method was inaccurate where there were few g 
increments and the response ratios shown in Fig.5 were obtained from graphs 
of acceleration v numbers of counts. 

B.2 Evaluation of the response ratio from normal accelerations and 
frequencies of occurrence 

(1) The e~crimental curve of !S against A'n is of exponential form and can 
be expressed as: 

N = No exp (- A'n/p) where p is a constant. 036) 

If the value of N is the same for both helioo@r and aeroplane, then for any 
0 

chosen value of N: 

Prom equation (~6), 

($7) 

log N = - A'n/p + log N 
0 

hence: 

log Ns - log Ns , = (Atns q - A1ns)/p D b8) 

Since A'nA decreases by equal increments of O.lg and AtnB decreases by equal 

increments of 0,05g, then: 
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(2) c oixnon ratio 

From equation (B6) the acceleration counts farm a gco~trical progression: 

N#s.q = R where R is the common ratio @II > 

From equations (BT), (By), (B?O) and (Bll) 

Alrk/a'n, = &log RA/log s (B12) 

As the acceleration counts, in practice, apy2roximate to a geometrical progres- 

nion the common ratio can be ex--ressed as: 

b13) 
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&ndix C WY 

SlVAl,~Y OF KXOT/Ti SOISXBS FOR TEE GITST CASE FOR XELICOPTERS A--- 

1 Structunxl Design.Reguirements, Helicopters !:IL-S-8698 (ASG) Amended 1958 _I__- 

Airspeed shall be T'II in forward flight. A gust of 50 ft/seo shall be 
encountered. Gust alleviation factors shall be determined from a graph of the 

factors plotted against disc loading. 

Typical values are 2 lb/sq ft - 0.51, 3 lb/sq ft - 0.63, 4 lb/sq ft - 0.79, 

6 lb/sq ft - <.OO. 

2- Federal Aviation Regulations, Part 29B, October.q%G 

Each rotorcraft must be designed to withstand, at each critical airspeed 
including hovering,. the loads resulting from vertical and horizontal gusts of 

30 ft/sec. 

3 Air Registration. Board. jjritish Civil Airworthiness Requirements 
Section G Janus?? J : 954, Issue I -- 

The rotorcraft is assumed to be flying in a trimmed unaccelerated flight 

condition corresponding to any point on or ivithin the symlnetric flight envelope 

and enoounters a ,+s-i; of velocity 35ft/seo from any direotion. The gust intensity 

shall be considered as sharp edged. The assumption is thus made of unit allevia- 

tion factor for this Gust velocity. 

4 Kaman Report _ 9 - 3G (P-72331) February 1257 

This is a theoretical treatment involving physical and aerodynamic rotor 
blade constants, The alleviation factor is given in a family of carpet graph.3 

in which the parameters are the ratio of blade mass to aircraft mass, ratio of 

forward speed to blade tip speed, number of blades and Lock's inertia nu&er 

(pat R4/I). The blade is assumed of a uniform mass and constant chord and of 
zero twist. Results are given assui,iing a sharp edged gust and may be taken as 
being conservative0 
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Table la 

RECORDED FLYII4G !ZlXJ3 - iECIXL'L~v9-CHI.PlW 

(Time in minutes at eaoh parameter) 

Forward Rotor speed rev/min 

speed knots 185 1 192 1 198 

Table lb 

RECORDED FLYII'G TI:'E - SYC.A.MORJxxIPbIuNI~, 1st SERIES 
(Time in minutes at each parameter, both formation orders oombined) 

1 
Forward Rotor speed rev/min 

speed knots 240 250 260' 

100 loo loo 
100 120 loo 

100 80 

Table lo 

RJXO?~ED FLYIXG !7!INE - sYcAAlom-mIPl~~Iac, 2nd SERIES 
(Time in minutes at eaoh forward speed. Rotor speed 250 rev/min) 

I Forward speed knots i 

] 50 i 60 i 70 1 80 1 

/ 350 1 360 1 380 1 370 ) 













Table 5 

WHIRLWIND-CHIPHUNK RESF’ONSES (incremental 4 

Forward Total time Whirlwind response increments of g Chlpmnk response 1nCrementS of g 

speed (knots) (min) 0.1 0.15 0.2 G.25 0.3 0.35 5.4 C.45 0.5 0.2 0.3 3.4 0.5 o.G 0.7 3.8 0.9 1.0 

59 lti 1076 273 50 17 3 720 132 28 7 1 
P 220 1566 1 

I co 
318 63 15 4 14 5 

19 9746 451 111 17 3 t7sg 1426 332 537 182 75 81 21 8 7 3 1 
-. 

Teble 6 

SICMOhE-CHI~ FESFONSES ( incremental .c.) 1st Series I 
Sycamore response increments of g Chiprrunk response lscrerzents of g 

0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

1833 B 61 11 3 49s 64 6 I t t 
5391 1175 316 83 16 5 1351 299 65 12 5 1 
6271 ttO6 2P 63 10 3 1 1 1084266 66 19 4 t 1 1 1 ) 
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